Heterogeneous catalysts accelerate reactions by reducing the activation energy for the rate limiting step. The specific locations on the catalyst at which the activation energy is lowest -the so-called active sites -are poorly understood, as catalytically relevant atomic structures only emerge under reaction conditions. Even with in situ TEM, atomic-level structure-activity relationships are difficult to determine due to the large number of surface structures that form dynamically during catalysis. Discerning catalytically relevant structures may be facilitated by studying supported metal systems in which the active sites are localized to the metal-support interface. The rate of CO oxidation (CO + 0.5O2  CO2) over Pt/CeO2 has been shown to depend strongly on the perimeter length of the metal-support interface [1]. However, at present there is no experimental data on the atomic structures that comprise the Pt/CeO2 interface during catalysis. Here, we use operando techniques in an image-corrected environmental TEM (AC-ETEM) to visualize the atomic structures forming at and near the Pt/CeO2 interface during CO oxidation. Nanostructured CeO2 cubes were loaded with 2 wt. % Pt by a photodeposition technique, and their activity for CO oxidation was confirmed [2]. An aqueous dispersion of the catalyst powder was wet-impregnated onto an inert borosilicate glass microfiber pellet, leading to a loading of ~1 mg Pt/CeO2 [3]. A drop of the dispersion was placed onto a 200 mesh Ta grid pre-reduced in H2 at 400 °C for 2 hours. The Ta mesh and pellet were loaded into an Inconel Gatan furnace-style heating holder. The Inconel holder was determined to be unreactive at the temperatures of interest in this study. An FEI Titan AC-ETEM tuned to a negative Cs condition was used for operando imaging. Approximately 1 Torr of CO and 0.5 Torr of O2 was admitted into the cell. The pressure stabilized over an hour and then the sample was heated to 350 °C. Images were acquired at 300 kV with an incident electron flux of ~1,000 e -/Å 2 /s. A residual gas analyzer (RGA) measured the gas composition within the cell, allowing for changes in activity to be tracked. Estimates of the in situ conversion, XCO, can be made with the below equation, where ij is the RGA current reported for species j, ij[0] is the current reported at zero conversion, and σj is the standard ionization cross section [3]. Figure 1a ) shows the RGA current reported for CO, O2, and CO2. When the sample temperature increases to 350 °C (at approximately 4 minutes), the CO2 signal is seen to increase while the CO and O2 signals simultaneously decrease -demonstrating the in situ conversion of CO and O2 to CO2. Figure 1b) plots the in situ conversion obtained at this temperature as a function of time. After 20 minutes, the conversion approaches a value of ~16%. Interestingly, our work with this catalyst showed that it achieves conversions approaching 100% at 200 °C [2]. The lack of in situ conversion below 350 °C suggests that too little catalyst was loaded onto the operando pellet. However, since the catalyst is known to be active at 200 °C, interfacial atomic behavior observed at this temperature can be inferred to correspond to the processes of catalysis. Figure 2 shows a series of AC-ETEM images acquired 1 second apart at 200 °C in 1 Torr of CO and 0.5 Torr of O2. A Pt nanoparticle is seen to restructure dynamically, suggesting that the bonding with the underlying CeO2 is constantly changing. The inset FFTs in (b) and (c) reveal that the Pt nanoparticle
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